Download Converting Automatic Supra Manual
can u convert an automatic 1994 Toyota Supra to an manual ...
Can u convert an automatic 1994 Toyota Supra to an manual transmission? ... Converting any car from
automatic to manual is near impossible. The clutch and gearbox work in totally different ways. ... Can i change
my 1994 toyota supra automatic transmission to manual? What would be the cost (apprx) to convert my
automatic transmission to a manual ...

Convert MKIV Supra automatic to manual
Manual Supras with the Getrag 6 speed are all expensive because the Supra Turbo is the one that had the 6
speed, the normal one only had a 5spd. And there were several model years with no manual option. The Supra is
getting close to being a GT car and therefore many buyers wanted an auto. Just go to a transmission place and
ask them how much.

Manual to Automatic Transmission Swap
Taking out the Toyota R150 Manual 4WD Transmission, and Swapping in a Chevy 2WD Auto. Just trying to
give me back some of my Lost ET in the 1/4 mile. Transmi...

supra auto to manual costs? | Driftworks Forum
hi i can get a supra tt import for good money and i have always fancyd one but its a auto, how much will it cost
for everything i need to go manual and how hard is it to convert? also any advise welcom as i have never
converted a car before.

Automatic to Manual Conversion
Automatic to Manual Conversion MKIII FAQ. thanks for that info, is the manual tailshaft longer or shorter than
the auto one, I now all I have to do is to find all the bits.

Auto to 6spd transmission conversion – MKIV.com
Auto to 6spd Transmission Conversion By Mohd A. Last updated 2/7/2003. Auto –> 6-spd This is a guide for
Automatic to 6-speed transmission conversion for the 93-98 Supra Twin Turbo, with many installation photos.
I’m assuming you already have the basic skills to remove and install transmissions, if not then get someone to
help you. Most of

How much would an automatic to manual transmission swap ...
It depends on what vehicle and what manual transmission. In general, on a rear wheel drive vehicle, swapping
out the auto for a stock style manual isn’t terrible. Stock manual transmission assemblies can run anywhere
from $1000 to $2000 on common ...

Automatic to 5 Speed Conversion
hey i have an automatic 88 supra. but i really want a stick, my car is in excellent shape no rust dent or anythign
at all. the engin is beautiful, clean.. btu agiain i really want a stick should i just sell mine and buy a new one
wiht stick,or would it be better converting my car form an auto to a stick....is it hard work. just the thing i am
worried abotu selling my car is finding one in that ...

FAQ
Converting a MkIV Supra Automatic to 6 Speed - Automatic Transmission Conversion to a 6 Speed Can I swap
from auto tranny to a six speed? This is one of the most asked questio...

